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ABSTRACT: Masonry structure is one of the most commonly used building types in developing countries 
due to its inexpensiveness and material availability. While masonry structure is intrinsically strong in resisting 
gravitational force, it is relatively weak in resisting lateral forces such as an earthquake. Therefore, 
reinforcement for masonry structures in earthquake-prone areas is necessary. This paper introduced an 
interlocking brick as one of the promising reinforcement methods for masonry structure as it does not require 
extra material and is easy to implement. The performance of a lego-shaped interlocking brick in resisting 
dynamic lateral forces was investigated through 2-dimensional dynamic finite element analysis. The created 
lego-shaped interlocking brick wall was analyzed under the out-of-plane dynamic loading. Its performance was 
compared with the performance of the rectangular brick wall. The analysis results showed that the lego-shaped 
interlocking brick wall had better performance in resisting out-of-plane loading than the rectangular brick wall 
since the blocks interlock each other. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Masonry structures are one of the most 
commonly used building types in developing 
countries due to their inexpensiveness and 
accessibility as construction material. While 
masonry structure is intrinsically strong under 
gravitational load, it is weak against lateral forces 
such as an earthquake. Historically, the collapses of 
structures due to earthquakes account for almost 
75% of the earthquake fatalities [1], and the 
collapse of masonry structures accounts for a large 
number of fatalities among them [2]. Masonry 
structures are still commonly used in earthquake-
prone areas in developing countries because they 
are inexpensive and easy to construct. To reduce 
causalities due to the collapse of the masonry 
structures in developing countries, reinforcing the 
masonry structure is deemed necessary. 

The usage of steel reinforcing bars for masonry 
structures is one of the most commonly used 
reinforcement methods in developed countries. Its 
application, however, is not always easy in 
developing countries due to the lack of resources 
and knowledge [3]. Consequently, reinforcement 
methods for masonry structures that are cost-
efficient and easy to implement are much preferable. 

In the past several years, many kinds of research 
on the reinforcement of masonry structures have 
been conducted. Among them, reinforcement 
methods by utilizing vertical steel ties [4], fiber-
reinforced plastic [5], tires [6] (as a tensioned 
material), and PP bands [7] are some of the 
examples which are easy to implement, and 

utilizing readily available materials, but require 
additional reinforcing material. 

In this study, a reinforcing method that does not 
require reinforcing materials is considered for 
masonry structures. The method uses interlocking 
bricks instead of regular rectangular bricks. 
Interlocking bricks are bricks that utilize an 
interlocking system to reinforce against loading. 
When a joint failure occurs in a rectangular brick 
wall, the external force is resisted by only friction 
force (Fig.1(a)). In comparison, when a joint failure 
occurs in an interlocking brick wall, the external 
force is resisted by both friction force and the 
interlocking mechanism (Fig. 1(b)). By utilizing 
this concept, the interlocking brick is assumed to be 
able to reinforce masonry structures. Additional 
benefits of this method are that it does not require 
additional reinforcement material and is easy to 
implement. 

Researches on the performance of interlocking 
bricks against earthquake have been conducted [8-
11]. Research [11] showed that interlocking bricks 
could reinforce masonry walls against the in-plane 
static lateral load. However, since earthquakes are  
 

 
(a)Rectangular brick (b)Interlocking brick 
Fig.1 Difference in the resistance mechanism 
against lateral load between rectangular and 
interlocking brick walls 
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Rectangular brick      Lego-shaped brick 

(a)Out-of-plane wall model 

 
Rectangular brick    Lego-shaped brick 

(b) Out-of-plane two-wall model 
Fig.2 Assumed bricks (unit: mm) 
 

   
(a)Out-of-plane wall model  

 
 

(b) Out-of-plane two-wall model 
Fig.3 Wall models made of lego-shaped bricks 
 

             
(a)Rectangular brick        (b)Lego-shaped brick 

Fig.4 Division of brick into elements 
 
dynamic loads, which also act in the out-of-plane 
direction, research on interlocking bricks' 
performance against dynamic lateral load in the out-
of-plane direction is necessary. However, such 
researches have not been conducted yet. With this 

background, this paper aims to investigate the 
performance of interlocking bricks in resisting out-
of-plane lateral excitation through dynamic finite 
element analysis. 
 
2. ANALYSIS CONDITIONS 
 
2.1 Analysis Models 

 
In this study, two-dimensional dynamic analysis 

of masonry walls was performed using the general-
purpose finite element analysis software, MSC 
Marc [12].  

There are four analysis models, two one-wall 
models, and two two-wall models. Two one-wall 
models and two two-wall models are divided into a 
rectangular brick type and an interlocking wall type.  

Dimensions of bricks for each model are shown 
in Fig. 2. Rectangular bricks and lego-shaped bricks 
are considered. In past research [8-11], I-shaped 
bricks and wave-shaped bricks were considered, 
which have the interlocking effect only in one 
direction. Since earthquake acts both in the in-plane 
and out-of-plane directions, the lego-shaped brick 
was considered since they have the interlocking 
effect in both directions.  

Two-dimensional analysis models are shown in 
Fig.3. Analysis models in Fig. 3 are examples of the 
interlocking brick walls. Analysis models for the 
rectangular brick wall were also created similarly. 

Fig. 3(a) is a thin wall model with only one brick 
in the horizontal direction, and Fig. 3(b) is a two-
wall model with thicker walls. Assuming that the 
roof is supported by more than two walls in actual 
buildings, Fig.3(b) is considered.  

The lego-shaped bricks are only used for the 
wall part. The protrusions of bricks on top of the 
wall were neglected, and the top surface was 
smoothed. In the same way, holes for engaging with 
protrusions at the bottom of the wall are neglected. 

Actual buildings have three-dimensional shapes 
and show three-dimensional behavior. However, 
this study used two-dimensional analysis to 
investigate the out-of-plane vibration since the wall 
is weak against the out-of-plane direction.  

All nodes at the bottom are fixed in both 
horizontal and vertical directions. The horizontal 
inertia force was applied to all free nodes when 
inputting horizontal acceleration. 

Fig. 4 indicates the example of how the 
rectangular and interlocking bricks are divided into 
elements. Plane strain 4-noded elements were 
utilized. The size of each element for the 
rectangular brick, roof, and steel elements is 5 cm × 
5 cm. The lego-shaped brick was also divided into 
elements of a similar size. 

Material properties are shown in Table 1(a). The 
base and roof are made of steel so that their 
deformation can be neglected. 
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Table 1 Analysis Parameters 
(a)Material properties 

 Value Brick Base & Roof 
Density (kg/mm3) 1.9 × 10-6 8.05 × 10-6 

Young Modulus (N/mm2) 19,000 200,000 
Poisson’s Ratio 0.216 0.2 

 
(b)Mortar properties 

Value Mortar 
Tensile strength (N/mm2) 0.3 
Shear strength (N/mm2) 0.3 

Friction coefficient 0.463 
 

 
Fig.5 Horizontal displacement history of one-wall 
models 
 

         
(a)Rectangular brick        (b)Lego-shaped brick 
Fig.6 Deformation process of one-wall models (1Hz) 
 
2.2 Modeling of Failure 

 
It is considered that bricks are connected with 

mortar, and failure occurs at the mortar. Therefore, 
it was set that all bricks do not shear the nodes with 
other bricks. The bricks are glued with the adjacent 
bricks at the interface. The bricks move together 
with the adjacent bricks unless the glue does not get 
broken.  

The mortar failure is modeled by the failure of 
the glue between elements. When the normal or 
shear stress at the interface between elements 
exceeds the tensile or shear strength, the glue is 
broken. After the failure, only compression and 
friction force acts between the elements. Mortar 
properties are shown in Table 1(b). 

 
2.3 Input Accelerations 

 
Sinusoidal accelerations with the amplitude of 

20gal and 120gal were input to the one-wall models 
and two-wall models in the out-of-plane direction. 

Three frequencies, 0.5Hz, 1.0Hz, and 2.0Hz, were 
used to investigate the performances under various 
frequencies. 

The single-step Houbolt time integration 
method was used (γ1 = 1.5 and γ = −0.5). 

 
3. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
 
3.1 Overview 

 
The analysis results of out-of-plane lateral 

excitation are discussed. The performance of the 
lego-shaped brick wall and the rectangular brick 
wall are compared concerning the displacement 
history and deformation process. 

 
3.2 One-wall Models 

 
In one-wall models, sinusoidal accelerations of 

20gal with the frequency of 0.5Hz, 1.0Hz, and 
2.0Hz were input in the horizontal direction of Fig. 
3(a). 

The horizontal displacement history for all 
frequency cases is shown in Fig. 5. The walls are 
vulnerable, and both models collapsed by the 
sinusoidal acceleration of even 20gal irrespective of 
the frequency.  

Since all models collapsed and showed similar 
behavior, the deformation process of the 1.0Hz case 
is shown in Fig. 6 as an example. The walls got 
fractured at the middle height and broken into two 
parts. The color contour of Fig. 6 indicates the 
horizontal displacement. The red color is the 
maximum displacement, and the blue color is the 
minimum displacement. The right side is the 
positive direction of the displacement. The top of 
the model has the largest displacement. After the 
walls are broken into two pieces, the middle part 
showed the minimum displacement since it moved 
to the left. 

Since there is only one brick in the out-of-plane 
direction, the interlocking effect is small and could 
not resist the out-of-plane excitation. 

 
3.3 Two-wall Models 

 
3.3.1 Dominant frequency 

The one-wall model was too thin and got easily 
fractured even with a slight acceleration of 20gal. It 
was found the interlocking system does not work in 
such cases where the wall itself is vulnerable. 

Next, two-wall models are analyzed. Their wall 
width is 50 cm, which is four times thicker than that 
of the one-wall models. Furthermore, the roof is 
supported by two walls, which means more stability. 
It is considered that the two-wall models are more 
realistic since the roof weight is usually supported 
by more than two walls in the actual buildings. 
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Fig.7 Horizontal displacement history of two-wall 
models (0.5Hz) 
 

 
(a)Rectangular (0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 sec, from the left) 

 
(b)Lego-shaped (0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 sec, from the left) 

  
(c)Failure observed at the 
top of both walls of the 
rectangular brick wall 
(3.5 sec) 

(d)No failure observed to 
the lego-shaped brick 
wall (3.5 sec) 

Fig. 8 Deformation process and horizontal 
displacement contour of two-wall models for 0.5Hz 
(red: maximum, blue: minimum) 
 

 
Fig.9 Horizontal displacement history of two-wall 
models for 1.0Hz 
 

The dominant frequencies of the two-wall 
models were obtained from their free vibration 
responses. The models were excited by inputting an 
impulsive acceleration, where the acceleration 
amplitude for the first 0.01 sec is 1gal and that for 
the left 4.99 sec is 0 gal. Then the displacement 
histories at the top center of the roof were Fourier 
transformed, and the predominant frequencies were 
read. The dominant frequencies of both two-wall 
models were about 1.25 Hz.  

 

Therefore, the input acceleration cases were 
divided into three categories, the case lower than the 
dominant frequency (0.5Hz), the case around the 
dominant frequency (1.0Hz), and the cases higher 
than the dominant frequency (2.0Hz). 

When the sinusoidal acceleration of 20gal is 
input, both models experienced no failure. When no 
failure occurs, no difference is observed between 
the rectangular and lego-shaped brick models since 
there is no need for the interlocking system to work. 
Therefore, the lateral load was increased up to 
120gal, where a noticeable performance difference 
between the two models was observed. 

 
3.3.2 Result for 0.5 Hz 

The horizontal displacement history for 0.5 Hz 
is shown in Fig. 7. The lego-shaped brick wall 
showed a slightly larger deformation than the 
rectangular brick wall, but its value is small.  

The deformation process and displacement 
contour for 0.5 Hz are shown in Fig. 8(a)(b). Both 
models showed similar behavior until 2.5 sec, but 
the difference occurred at 3.5 sec. The enlarged 
figures at 3.5 sec are shown in Fig.8(c)(d).  

Non-smoothness of displacement contour 
indicates the occurrence of failure. As shown in Fig. 
8(c), the rectangular brick wall experienced failure 
around the top of both walls. In contrast, the lego-
shaped brick wall shows a smooth displacement 
contour (Fig.8(d)), and no failure was observed. It 
was found that the interlocking system could avoid 
failure around the top of the walls. 

 
3.3.3 Result for 1.0 Hz 

The horizontal displacement history for 1.0 Hz 
is shown in Fig. 9. Compared to the result for 0.5 
Hz, both models showed more significant 
horizontal displacement. The horizontal 
displacement of the rectangular brick wall model 
was gradually shifted to the negative direction, 
which means the roof moved to the left.  

The deformation process and displacement 
contour for 1.0 Hz are shown in Fig. 10(a)(b). Fig. 
10(a) shows that the sliding movement of the roof 
occurred in the rectangular brick wall since the 
horizontal cracks occurred on the upper walls. On 
the other hand, no sliding displacement occurred in 
the lego-shaped brick wall owing to the interlocking 
system (Fig. 10(b)).  

The enlarged figures at 2.2 sec are shown in 
Fig.9(c)(d).  As shown in Fig. 9(c), the rectangular 
brick wall experienced horizontal cracks at the top 
of both walls and diagonal cracks at the bottom of 
both walls. In contrast, the lego-shaped brick wall 
experienced no diagonal cracks at the bottom of the 
walls. Mortar failure occurred at the top of both 
walls, but no sliding between the walls and the roof 
occurred due to the interlocking system. 
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(a)Rectangular (0.4, 1.0, 1.6, and 2.2 sec, from the left) 

 
(b)Lego-shaped (0.4, 1.0, 1.6, and 2.2 sec, from the left) 

  
(c)Failure observed at the 
top of both walls of the 
rectangular brick wall 
(2.2 sec) 

(d)No failure observed to 
the lego-shaped brick 
wall (2.2 sec) 

Fig. 10 Deformation process and horizontal 
displacement contour of two-wall models for 1.0 Hz 
(red: maximum, blue: minimum) 

 

 
Fig.11 Horizontal displacement history of two-wall 
models for 2.0Hz 
 

 
(a)Rectangular (0.3, 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2 sec, from the left) 

 
(b)Lego-shaped (0.3, 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2 sec, from the left) 

  
(c)Failure observed at the 
top of both walls of the 
rectangular brick wall 
(1.2 sec) 

(d)No failure observed to 
the lego-shaped brick 
wall (1.2 sec) 

Fig. 12 Deformation process and horizontal 
displacement contour of two-wall models for 2 Hz 
(red: maximum, blue: minimum) 

 
Fig. 13 Comparison of the maximum displacement 
for two-wall models 
 
3.3.4 Result for 2.0 Hz 

The horizontal displacement history for 2.0 Hz 
is shown in Fig. 11. They showed a similar tendency 
to the case of 1.0 Hz even though the horizontal 
displacement of 2.0 Hz is small. The horizontal 
displacement of 2.0 Hz is smaller since 2.0 Hz is 
farther from the dominant frequency of 1.25 Hz 
than 1.0 Hz. 

The deformation process and displacement 
contour for 2.0 Hz are shown in Fig. 12(a)(b). Fig. 
12(a) shows that the sliding movement of the roof 
occurred in the rectangular brick wall since the 
horizontal cracks occurred on the upper walls. On 
the other hand, no sliding displacement occurred in 
the lego-shaped brick wall, and horizontal 
displacement could be kept small due to the 
interlocking system (Fig. 12(b)).  

The enlarged figures at 1.2 sec are shown in 
Fig.12(c)(d). In the rectangular brick wall model, 
the upper part of both walls got fractured. In the 
lego-shaped brick wall model, no failure occurred, 
and the model deformed as a united body. 

 
3.4 Summary 
 

The interlocking system did not work for thin 
one-wall models, while it worked for thick two-wall 
models. 

The comparison of the maximum displacement 
for two-wall models is shown in Fig. 13. In all 
frequencies, the rectangular brick wall model 
showed larger displacement than the lego-shaped 
brick wall model. 

The displacement suppression effect of the 
interlocking system was the largest at 1.0 Hz when 
both models had the largest displacement due to 
resonance, and the displacement of the lego-shaped 
brick wall was about 1/3 of that of the rectangular 
brick wall.  

In the case of 2.0 Hz, the large displacement 
response and failure occurred to the rectangular 
brick wall. In contrast, no failure occurred, and 
displacement was kept small in the lego-shaped 
brick wall since the interlocking system worked.   

In the case of 0.5 Hz, the displacement response 
was small and slight failure occurred to the 
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rectangular brick wall. Since there was not much 
room for the interlocking system to work, the 
displacement suppression effect of the lego-shaped 
brick wall was small. No damage occurred in the 
lego-shaped brick wall, and the interlocking effect 
was observed in damage prevention. 

It could be concluded that the lego-shaped brick 
wall shows better performance in resting the lateral 
dynamic load even in the out-of-plane direction 
when the wall is not too thin. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

 
In this study, the performance of the 

interlocking brick walls under lateral dynamic load 
in the out-of-plane direction was investigated using 
the 2-dimensional finite element analysis. The lego-
shaped brick was chosen, and its performance was 
compared to the rectangular brick. Two models 
were compared. The first is a one-wall model of a 
single thin wall supporting a roof, and the second is 
the two-wall model of two thicker walls supporting 
the roof. Sinusoidal acceleration was input to the 
models with three frequencies of 0.5 Hz, 1.0 Hz, 
and 2.0 Hz. 

In the one-wall models, both rectangular and 
interlocking brick wall models quickly got fractured 
and collapsed irrespective of the input frequencies. 
It was found that the interlocking system does not 
work for a thin wall subjected to the out-of-plane 
loading since the wall itself was vulnerable. 

In the case of thick two-wall models, the 
interlocking system worked. The rectangular brick 
wall got failure, but the failure was avoided, and 
displacement response was kept small in the 
interlocking brick wall. When the displacement 
response is small, the effect of the interlocking 
system is small. As the displacement response was 
larger, the interlocking system worked, and the 
displacement suppression effect was noticeable. 
The interlocking system caused the brick wall to 
deform together as a unit, eliminating the unwanted 
sliding movement due to failure.  

It was confirmed that the lego-shaped brick 
walls showed a better performance in resisting the 
out-of-plane dynamic load due to the interlocking 
system if the wall is thick enough to exert the 
interlocking effect. 
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